We are given a large database of customer transactions, where each transaction consists of transaction-id, the items bought in the transaction and the transaction time. The whole set of transaction is divided into a number of segments called durations (intervals) based on transaction time. And the dividing standard can be monthly, quarterly or yearly. We introduce the problem of mining strong association rules between consecutive durations using FP-tree and correlation coefficient, which is used to quantitatively describe the strength and sign of a relationship between two variables. This paper deals with the changes in the correlation between any two itemsets at the transition of the consecutive duration. Milestone is a change over point between durations. The transition may be positive or negative which are time points at which the pattern is either positively or negatively correlated. Also the method provides rare items, whose support is poor but are highly correlated.
INTRODUCTION
The process of extracting useful information from large quantities of data is known as Data mining. Such useful information is hidden and various techniques are applied to the data to obtain it. Association rule mining is one such method of discovering knowledge hidden in databases. In general, an association rule denotes a relationship between two items in the same database. It is written in the form X®Y, where X and Y are items and XÇY=AE. It means that item Y is purchased or taken along with item X. The strength or validity of such rule is shown by two terms namely Support and Confidence. Support specifies the frequency with which items X and Y occur together in the database, while confidence is a measure of strength of the association rule which is basically the number of times purchase of item X has resulted in purchase of item Y. Rules mined from the database are pruned using these two attributes. Association Rule Mining has been under study for a long time and still efforts to determine association rules or frequent patterns in a flexible, efficient and with minimum mathematical assumptions keep coming. In its early day's association rules were determined by using Apriori algorithm [1] where rules were generated by finding candidates and verifying that their support and confidence meet a predefined minimum support and confidence. This approach was greatly limited because of its redundancy in generating candidates and multiple database scans hence its performance was greatly affected by the size of the database. FP-Growth algorithm [2] followed the Apriori, and it overcame the drawback by eliminating the candidate generation phase and multiple database scans. As time went on many methods and approaches have come up to improve association rule mining. However, association rules generated by such logical means could not prove to be strong. So mathematical approaches have come up such as correlation and principal component analysis to analyze or validate association rules [3] . Correlation mainly, promises to find meaningful association rules by providing information on how an association between two items behaves, i.e. whether the two items are positively correlated (purchase of one items results mostly in the purchase of the other) or negatively correlated (purchase of one items hinders the possibility of purchase of the other) or not correlated (items are independent).
2.RULE EFFECTIVENESS
A frequent pattern is not always static throughout the database. Every pattern in a real-world dataset has a dynamic behavior. The frequencies of the items in the pattern increase/decrease dramatically at some points in the database. There may be many milestones throughout the time period of the database, identifying a significant milestone which is a point in the database where there is a significant change in the frequencies of the items in the itemset. Statistically, plotting the frequencies of an item can give an overview of how it appears throughout the database. But this is not efficient as it requires a massive data interval which is not feasible to analyze. In order to observe how the two items in a pattern vary with each other at different time points in the database, in [9] method to find lightly supported Boolean association rule is proposed by dividing the data into subsets according to time and then apply Apriori to mine these subsets and get the initialized rule set. Then finds support and confidence of every rule in other time periods and forms the rule matrix. In [6] a method to find significant milestones for a transitional pattern, which are time points at which the frequency of the pattern changes most significantly. In this paper we employ correlation between the two items to identify their behavior. A pattern that is found to be positively correlated after finding its correlation coefficient using the entire database might not always be positively correlated as we proceed through the database, the items can be negatively correlated during some time interval of the database. 
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